
At the start of your walk, tell your children the story of Dinky Dragon, a young dragon who has lost his mum. He is hiding in the
trees and is scared to walk alone. As you walk along the path you can make the story come alive with these fun interactions. 

To keep this story magical, you need to be quick and discreet. If you are the sole-grown-up, no problem, just hang back a bit
and do the activities when the kids' backs are turned Pick up your best 'sword'. Dinky

Dragon is friendly but you

never know which other naughty

dragons are around.

Choose a particular

coloured/shaped leaf and that

is now hot from the dragon's

fire. Only the grown ups feel

the heat though. If the leaf

touches you, its time to

practice your best 'burning'

impression

Run ahead/hang back and use a

stick to make Dragon footprints in

the ground for your children to find
Every story needs an ending, run

ahead/drop back and hide a small
treat for your children from Dinky

Dragon to say thank you for
getting him back home

This activity takes no prior preparation, just a little bit of imagination,
quick-thinking and some ninja-style moves on your next walk in the woods.

Follow Dinky Dragon

Hang back and discreetly throw a

stick or stone in to the bushes so

that it 
makes a rustling noise.

This is DInky Dragon following you

as you walk. 
Hang back then play some
short dragon noises from
youtube on your phone.  

Any trees that you're passing that
have bark missing. Could this be

from the mummy dragon
knocking into trees whilst looking

for little DInky?

Any bird droppings can
be easily disguised as

Dinky's  Poo!

Be creative as you like, of
course it doesn't to have to
be a dragon, if your child
prefers fairies, trolls or

giants, it's all entirely up to
you!


